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If you have not yet decided as to where are you going these vacations, then it is good because here
we are proposing most beautiful and spectacular of all tourist spots. Bali, better known as Island of
the Gods, welcomes you. Known for religious tourism, Bali is also revered for the gifts of nature.
Spending honeymoon in Bali has become common. Nature is full of sceneries to be captured here
with the hills and volcanoes, landscapes, coastline and sandy beaches, etc. In addition to the
number of tourists that are already coming to Bali every year, more and more tourist spots are
increased in order to welcome even more tourists. Bali tourism is thus prospering even more with
the increased eye for tourism to keep the crowd interested in coming to Bali in seasons of vacation.

To get entranced in the dreamy ways of nature there is no place better than Bali. Bali tourism, is
filled with such beautiful places like Kuta, Legian, Tanjung Benoa, Canggu, Tanah Lot, Dreamland,
Bukit, Seminyak, Nusa Dua, Sanur, Uluwatu, Padang Galak, Saba, Ketewel, Jimbaran, Padang Bai,
and Candidasa, etc. One major attraction of Bali tourism is Tanah Ampo that is developed as a
tourist harbor for cruises. It is located near Candidasa. With many options available to spend time
here, people often surrender themselves to the place. Spending Honeymoon in Bali gives way to lot
of scenic memories full of color and life. There have been a lot of changes meant to make the trip
more facilitating more and better tourism.

The sunrise around Sanur Beach Area and the sunset in Kuta beach area located in the heart of
Denpasar City, both at a distance of half an hour from the international airport of Ngurah Rai makes
popular tourist spot. Couples spending their honeymoon in Bali can enjoy insights of culture,
tradition and religion of this island of Gods along with the mild strolls on the crystalline beaches of
Bali with black or white sand. Traditional dances Barong, Calonarang, Kecak, Legong Keraton and
few more provide spectacular sights to tourists including couples spending their honeymoon in Bali.
For religious kinds, Bali tourism has 20,000 temples to be viewed with festivals (odalan). Amazed?
You ought to be. Then there are Galungan, pitra yadnya (funerals) and Nyepi (Hindu new year also
called the day of absolute silence). Colors of these rituals will be on your mind for a long time to
come.
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Mark Spncer - About Author:
a Honeymoon in Bali - Get discount on Honeymoon packages for Bali Tours & travel packages
at MakeMyTrip.We offer customized Bali Tour & Honeymoon Packages. Plan a travel to Bali
and its various tourist attractions with Bali Honeymoon packages. Explore exciting Bali Tourism with
cheap vacation packages.
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